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ABSTRACT
We statistically examine the gamma-ray burst (GRB) photon indices obtained
by the Fermi-GBM and Fermi-LAT observations and compare the LAT GRB
photon indices to the GBM GRB photon indices. We apply the jitter radiation
to explain the GRB spectral diversities in the high-energy bands. In our model,
the jitter radiative spectral index is determined by the spectral index of the
turbulence. We classify GRBs into three classes depending on the shape of the
GRB high-energy spectrum when we compare the GBM and LAT detections:
the GRB spectrum is concave (GRBs turn out to be softer and are labeled as
S-GRBs), the GRB spectrum is convex (GRBs turn out to be harder and are
labeled as H-GRBs), and the GRBs have no strong spectral changes (labeled as N-
GRBs). A universal Kolmogorov index 7/3 in the turbulent cascade is consistent
with the photon index of the N-GRBs. The S-GRB spectra can be explained by
the turbulent cascade due to the kinetic magnetic reconnection with the spectral
index range of the turbulence from 8/3 to 3.0. The H-GRB spectra originate from
the inverse turbulent cascade with the spectral index range of the turbulence from
2.0 to 3.5 that occurred during the large lengthscale magnetic reconnection. Thus,
the GRB radiative spectra are diversified because the turbulent cascade modifies
the turbulent energy spectrum. More observational samples are expected in the
future to further identify our suggestions.
Subject headings: Gamma-ray bursts — Magnetic fields — Magnetohydrodynam-
ics
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1. Introduction
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) have been detected by some astronomical satellites, such
as Fermi and Swift. Fermi-GBM and Fermi-LAT have the detection energy ranges of 8
keV−40 MeV and 30 MeV−300 GeV, respectively, while Swift-BAT has the detection energy
range between 15 and 350 keV. The third GBM catalog (Bhat et al. 2016), the second LAT
catalog (Ajello et al. 2019), and the third BAT catalog (Lien et al. 2016) provided the GRB
spectral information in detail. Usually, the GRB prompt spectrum can be fitted by the Band
function, and three important parameters, which are low-energy photon index, high-energy
photon index, and peak energy Epeak, are included (Band et al. 1993). It is interesting to
investigate the GRB photon indices in the high-energy bands.
Synchrotron radiation can be one possible mechanism to reproduce GRB prompt emis-
sion (Piran 2004). When relativistic electrons accelerated by GRB shocks have a power-law
energy distribution, the synchrotron radiation spectrum has a power-law shape, and the
photon index is determined by the index of the electron energy distribution. This scenario is
adopted to explain the observed GRB prompt spectra, although it does not fit very well to
the low-energy photon indices of some GRBs (Preece et al. 1998, see also further discussion
in Section 4). Moreover, the LAT GRBs have a time delay to the GBM GRBs, and the LAT-
detected emission has usually been proposed to be original from the GRB afterglow with
the radiation mechanism of inverse Compton (IC) or synchrotron self-Compton (SSC; Ajello
et al. 2019). Besides the successful issues mentioned above, some challenges are shown.
For example, if GRB outflow is magnetic-dominated, electrons will suffer an efficient cooling
in a very rapid way by synchrotron radiation. Beniamini & Piran (2014) suggested that
the magnetic-dominated outflows may have a process of energy dissipation before the syn-
chrotron radiation. Proton synchrotron radiation is suggested to be one cooling mechanism
in GRB prompt emission (Ghisellini et al. 2020).
Each GRB temporal pulse includes many spikes that have very short timescales. GRB
prompt emission can be constrained to occur in a small region under the very short timescale.
Thus, the very short timescale indicates that the emission region is located at a very small
lengthscale. The timescales were identified by the time-dependent probability density func-
tions (Bhatt & Bhattacharyya 2012). The spike timescale was measured to be within a
range of 10−6−10−3 s in general. Golkhou & Butler (2014) took the Swift-BAT sample
and performed the wavelet analysis on the lightcurves, and the shortest timescale was mea-
sured to be 10 ms. The GRB lightcurves observed by Fermi were also examined, and the
shortest timescale corresponds to the GRB emission region of 1013−1014 cm in the case in
which the bulk Lorentz factor is larger than 400 (Golkhou et al. 2015). The observed short
timescale provides some constrains on the theoretical investigations. For instance, the radi-
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ation features in the very short timescales were presented by numerical simulations (Yuan
et al. 2016). Both dynamical and radiative processes may happen in such small timescales
and lengthscales. In particular, stochastic processes can be involved. It seems reasonable to
consider jitter radiation, the radiation of the relativistic electrons in the random and small-
scale magnetic field, to be one possible radiation mechanism for GRBs (Medvedev & Loeb
1999). In the high-energy band, jitter radiation has a power-law spectral shape (Medvedev
2000; Kelner et al. 2013). We have a series of analytic works on the perturbation theory of
the jitter radiation (Mao & Wang 2007, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2017). Both short acceleration
timescale and short cooling timescale were estimated (Mao & Wang 2011). In particular, the
spectral index of the jitter radiation is determined by the spectral index of the turbulence if
the turbulent energy spectrum has a power-law shape, and the photons with higher energy
are emitted at smaller lengthscale (Mao & Wang 2011). Thus, the jitter radiative photon
index is directly linked to the spectral index of the turbulence. In the jitter radiation frame-
work, we can utilize the turbulent cascade properties to study the GRB spectral properties
in the high-energy bands.
Turbulence can be introduced in the hydrodynamic process, and the GRB radiation
is associated to the turbulence (Kumar & Narayan 2009; Lazar et al. 2009; Narayan &
Kumar 2009; Lemoine 2013). Nonlinear energy cascade usually occurs in turbulent flows
across a large lengthscale range. Direct energy cascade from large to small lengthscales
shows a typical Kolmogorov spectrum that has a power-law shape, and the cascade is ter-
minated at a certain small lengthscale as shown by an exponential cutoff in a turbulent
energy spectrum. Moreover, inverse cascade from small to large lengthscales also happens
in turbulent flows. One of the recent developments in the high-energy astrophysics is to link
microphysics to radiation. Relativistic turbulence has been introduced in the synchrotron
and SSC processes (Uzdensky 2018). The turbulent energy cascade extended from the hy-
drodynamic/magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) lengthscale to the kinetic lengthscale has been
investigated (Zhdankin et al. 2017; Comisso & Sironi 2018). In particular, the turbulence
and the magnetic reconnection are physically connected at kinetic lengthscales (Franci et
al. 2017; Loureiro & Boldyrev 2017). This research has been applied to study high-energy
emissions from blazars and pulsar wind nebulae (Petropoulou et al. 2016; Zhdankin et al.
2020). Moreover, the inverse cascade of the magnetic turbulence was identified in the non-
helical case (Brandenburg et al. 2015). This inverse cascade was also shown in the relativistic
MHD case (Zrake 2014). Franci et al. (2017) mentioned the possible inverse cascade in the
plasma turbulence induced by the magnetic reconnection. A magnetic island merger can be
one mechanism for the inverse cascade (Zhou et al. 2019). In fact, Nalewajko et al. (2015)
and Petropoulou & Sironi (2018) performed some kinetic simulations and represented the
merger in the case of the plasmoid-dominated relativistic magnetic reconnection. The global
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current sheet can crash into many plasmoids due to the tearing mode instability and the
turbulence (Mallet et al. 2017). Therefore, we may consider the link between the turbulent
cascade and the GRB radiative spectrum in the high-energy bands.
We present the GRB photon indices obtained by the LAT, GBM, and BAT detections
in Section 2.1. In section 2.2, we illustrate the jitter radiative spectrum related to the
turbulent energy spectrum, when we consider the turbulent cascade. The GRB photon
indices obtained by LAT and GBM related to the turbulent spectra are explained in the
jitter radiation framework. We present our results in Section 3. Some issues, such as data
fitting, electron pitch-angle, particle acceleration, turbulent eddy turnover time, and a few
special cases on the turbulent cascade are discussed in Section 4. The conclusion is given in
Section 5.
2. Link between Spectral Indices in High-energy Bands and Turbulent
Cascade
2.1. GRB Spectral Diversity in High-energy Bands
GRB emission in the high-energy bands has been well detected by Swift-BAT, Fermi-
GBM, and Fermi-LAT. GBM spectra are well fitted by the Band function (Band et al. 1993).
LAT spectra can be fitted by a power-law model. In order to examine the spectral indices
of the GRB emission in the high-energy bands, we utilize the GRB catalogs where the GRB
spectral indices are given. The second Fermi-LAT GRB catalog has the latest results on the
GRB observational properties, in which the photon index of each GRB is included (Ajello et
al. 2019). Moreover, the GBM photon index is given in the third GBM GRB catalog (Bhat
et al. 2016). We use the high-energy photon index determined by the Band function to be
the GBM photon index. Thus, we can compare the photon index determined by GBM and
that by LAT for each GRB. We list 138 GRBs in Table 1, and the photon indices of both
LAT and GBM are given. A few GBM GRBs do not have enough photons above the peak
energy to perform a reliable spectral fitting, and the high-energy photon indices have very
large error bars when the spectra are fitted by the Band function. A few GBM GRBs have
the spectra that have significant thermal components or strong time evolution, and these
spectra fitted by the Band function also have the high-energy photon indices with large error
bars. Thus, these high-energy photon indices are excluded in Table 1.
Ajello et al. (2019) provided two kinds of photon indices from Fermi-LAT. One kind of
photon index is obtained in the LAT observing time interval. The other kind of photon index
is obtained in the GBM observing time interval. We list two kinds of LAT photon indices
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in Table 1. If both the LAT photon index and the GBM photon index are obtained in the
GBM observing time interval, they are simultaneous. Because GBM observing time interval
and LAT observing time interval are different for a certain GRB, the LAT photon index
obtained in the LAT observing time interval is different from that obtained in the GBM
observing time interval for a certain GRB. We can compare the LAT photon index obtained
in the LAT observing time interval to that obtained in the GBM observing time interval.
The distributions are shown in the upper panel of Figure 1. It is clearly seen that two
distributions with two peaks are similar. We then draw the plot of the LAT photon indices
obtained in the GBM observing time interval versus the LAT photon indices obtained in the
LAT observing time interval in the lower panel of Figure 1. It is shown that the two kinds
of photon index are not well consistent.
In order to further examine the photon indices of LAT and GBM for each GRB, we
classify three GRB cases with the energy from the GBM band toward the LAT band: the
GRB spectrum is concave (GRBs turn out to be softer and labeled as S-GRBs), the GRB
spectrum is convex (GRBs turn out to be harder and labeled as H-GRBs), and the GRBs
have no strong spectral changes (labeled as N-GRBs). Because two kinds of LAT photon
indices are listed in Table 1, we note two classifications labeled as 1 and 2 respectively. When
we consider the LAT photon indices obtained in the LAT observing time interval, we have 25
S-GRBs, 41 H-GRBs, and 16 N-GRBs. When we consider the LAT photon indices obtained
in the GBM observing time interval, we have 23 S-GRBs, 15 H-GRBs, and 9 N-GRBs.
We perform the statistical analysis. We first consider the photon index distributions
of LAT (LAT observing time interval) and GBM. The total photon index distributions are
shown in the upper left panel of Figure 2. Two distributions have large overlaps. We perform
a gaussian fitting to the two distributions. The photon index distribution of LAT GRBs has
the peak around −2.11 ± 0.40 and that of GBM GRBs has the peak around −2.33 ± 0.38.
It seems from the statistical distributions that the photon index distributions of LAT and
GBM are roughly consistent when we include the relatively large distribution span. We also
perform the photon index distributions for N-GRBs, S-GRBs, and H-GRBs in the upper
right, lower left, and lower right panels of Figure 2, respectively. We clearly see that the
photon index distributions of the LAT GRBs and the GBM GRBs are separated.
We then consider the photon index distributions of LAT (GBM observing time interval)
and GBM. The total photon index distributions are shown in the upper left panel of Figure 3.
Two distributions have large overlaps. We perform a gaussian fitting to the two distributions.
The photon index distribution of LAT GRBs has the peak around −2.40± 0.52 and that of
GBM GRBs has the peak around −2.33 ± 0.38. It seems from the statistical distributions
that the photon index distributions of LAT and GBM are roughly consistent when we include
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the relatively large distribution span. We also perform the photon index distributions for
N-GRBs, S-GRBs, and H-GRBs in the upper right, lower left, and lower right panels of
Figure 3, respectively. We clearly see that the photon index distributions of the LAT GRBs
and the GBM GRBs are separated.
We show the GBM GRB photon indices versus the LAT GRB photon indices (either
obtained in the LAT observing time interval or obtained in the GBM observing time interval)
in Figure 4. It is clearly seen that the GBM GRB photon indices and the LAT GRB photon
indices have no correlation in total. The photon indices of three GRB classes are plotted by
different colors. The photon index distributions of N-GRBs and S-GRBs are distinguished
in two regions in the plots.
Some GRBs have extended emissions detected in the LAT energy band. In order to
identify the photon indices related to the GRB duration, Ackermann et al. (2013) presented
one plot that includes the LAT photon index obtained in the interval between the end of
GBM to the end of LAT versus the GBM photon index, and the observational data were given
from the first Fermi-LAT GRB catalog. The two photon index classes are not correlated,
and the spectrum described by the photon index obtained in the interval between the end
of GBM to the end of LAT is harder than that described by the GBM photon index. In this
paper, we directly compare the LAT photon index to the GBM photon index for N-GRBs,
S-GRBs, and H-GRBs, respectively, in Figure 4. Thus, the GRB spectral diversities are
clearly shown.
We finally perform the statistics of the low-energy photon indices and the Epeak numbers
obtained by the GBM for N-GRBs, S-GRBs, and C-GRBs, respectively. The results are
shown in Figures 5−8. The Epeak distribution is mainly below about 2× 103 keV, and a few
GRBs have the Epeak values larger than 4 × 103 keV. However, all S-GRBs have the Epeak
values smaller than 103 keV, and some N-GRBs have the Epeak values larger than 10
3 keV.
It seems that S-GRBs have smaller Epeak values and H-GRBs have larger Epeak values. More
data samples in the future are necessary to further confirm this trend.
The Swift-BAT detection has a relatively narrow energy range, and each GRB spectrum
is fitted by both power-law model and cutoff power-law model. In Table 1, we list the power-
law/cutoff power-law index obtained in the third Swift-BAT GRB catalog as reference values.
Epeak numbers of most BAT-detected GRBs are in the BAT energy range, and the GRB
energy release seems to be detected by BAT (Lien et al. 2016). Therefore, the power-law or
the cutoff power-law fitting to the BAT GRBs might be affected by the spectral feature that
is below Epeak. We do not aim to compare the BAT photon index to the LAT/GBM photon
index in this paper.
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2.2. jitter Radiation and Turbulent Cascade
The jitter radiation to study the GRB emission has been presented in detail by Mao &
Wang (2011). Here, we adopt the jitter radiation to explain the GRB spectral properties
in the high-energy bands. In particular, the radiation spectrum has a power-law shape,
and the radiative index is determined by the spectral index of the turbulence. In this
paper, the radiative photon index number is equal to the spectral index number of the
turbulence. Furthermore, the radiation frequency ω is related to the turbulent wavenumber
q as ω = γ2cq, where γ is the electron Lorentz factor, and c is the light speed. This means
that higher energy radiation occurs at smaller lengthscale. If the turbulence has different
turbulent spectral indices during the turbulent cascade, the GRB photon indices are different
in the different energy bands.
It is well known that the hydrodynamic/MHD turbulence provides the Kolmogorov
spectral index p/3, where p is the cascade number. She & Leveque (1994) provided a hydro-
dynamic turbulent cascade as p/9+2[1− (2/3)p/3], and this is the modification of the simple
Kolmogorov energy cascade. We adopted the number of 7/3 in the former work (Mao &
Wang 2011). Here, we clearly see that a universal turbulent energy spectrum cannot simply
explain the GRB spectral diversities. If we propose that the turbulent cascade or inverse
cascade can be one possible mechanism to explain the GRB spectra in the high-energy bands,
we consider three cases below. (1) The turbulent cascade process (either cascade or inverse
cascade) simply keeps the turbulent spectral shape in one GRB, and the GRB has roughly the
same photon index in both GBM and LAT energy bands. Thus, the GRB can be classified as
N-GRBs. (2) The turbulent cascade from large lengthscale to small lengthscale in one GRB
is not a simple extension. The hydrodynamic cascade provided by She & Leveque (1994) is
dependent on the parameter p. Moreover, the hydrodynamic/MHD turbulence can be devel-
oped into the kinetic lengthscale (Schekochihin et al. 2009), and the kinetic turbulent energy
spectrum is deeper. The spectral index of the kinetic turbulence sometimes has a narrow
range between 7/3 and 3 (Zhao et al. 2016). In particular, magnetic reconnection can drive
plasma turbulence cascade and provide the spectral index range of the turbulence between
8/3 and 3, with a typical value of 2.8 at the sub-ion lengthscale (Loureiro & Boldyrev 2017).
Thus, we consider the turbulent cascade from large lengthscale to small lengthscale in one
GRB, and the spectral index varies from a typical Kolmogorov number 5/3 to be less than 3.
One GRB turns out to be softer from the GBM energy band to the LAT energy band, and
this GRB is classified as S-GRB. (3) The turbulent inverse cascade from small lengthscale to
large lengthscale was identified by some numerical simulations (Zrake 2014; Brandenburg et
al. 2015). The inverse cascade may cause one turbulent energy spectrum to be flatter. For
example, besides the cascade by the local interactions, the turbulent energy can be injected
directly due to the magnetic reconnection. The reconnection can produce small magnetic
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islands, then these islands merge at large lengthscales. This process has been simulated by
Franci et al. (2017), and it also occurs in the plasmoid-dominated magnetic reconnection
(Nalewajko et al. 2015; Petropoulou & Sironi 2018). Zhou et al. (2019) performed a further
confirmation on this issue. The hard turbulent spectral shapes due to the inverse cascade
have been comprehensively presented by Zrake & East (2016). Thus, one GRB with the
inverse cascade turns to be harder from the GBM energy band to the LAT energy band, and
this GRB is classified as H-GRB.
We note that two GRBs (GRB 100620A and GRB 100724B) detected by LAT have
photon index numbers of about 4, although the error bars are relatively large. We notice the
following case. The kinetic turbulent cascade of the relativistic plasma can reach the sub-
Larmor lengthscale, and the spectral index of the turbulence can be a number of 4 (Zhdankin
et al. 2017; Comisso & Sironi 2018). This indicates that some very soft GRBs are emitted
due to the kinetic turbulent cascade at very small lengthscales. In addition, we note that
GRB 100414A has a GBM photon index number of 3.53, and the error bar is large.
3. Results
The GRB photon index is determined by the spectral index of the turbulence in the
jitter radiation framework. The LAT photon index and the GBM photon index for a certain
N-GRB has no significant change. This indicates that a universal spectral index of turbulence
is within the turbulent energy cascade. Compared to the statistics of the N-GRB photon
index, the Kolmogorov index 7/3 is consistent to the photon index of N-GRBs.
We propose that the turbulent cascade causes the GRB photon index variation in the
high-energy bands. The S-GRBs turn out to be soft toward high-energy radiation frequency
due to the turbulent cascade from large to small lengthscales. From the photon index
statistics of the S-GRBs, most photon index numbers are in the range from 2.5 to 3.0.
The turbulence cascade due to the magnetic reconnection provides the spectral index of the
turbulence range from 8/3 to 3.0 with a typical value of 2.8 (Loureiro & Boldyrev 2017).
We think that this turbulent cascade mode can be one of the mechanisms to make the GRB
spectrum soft toward high-energy radiation frequency.
We suggest that the inverse turbulent cascade occurs in the H-GRBs. The inverse
cascade from small to large lengthscales provides a typical index of 2.0 in the turbulent
energy spectrum (Zrake 2014; Brandenburg et al. 2015). The simulations in the condition of
the large-scale magnetic reconnection provided a set of spectral index of turbulence with the
range from 2.0 to 3.5 (Zhou et al. 2019). This set of inverse cascade index is consistent to the
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photon index statistics of the H-GRBs. Thus, the hard GRB spectrum toward high-energy
radiation frequency can be due to the inverse turbulent cascade.
We cannot distinguish N-GRBs, S-GRBs, or H-GRBs by the low-energy photon index
distributions. This indicates that the turbulent cascade does not significantly affect the low-
energy index of the GRB prompt spectrum. However, it seems that S-GRBs have smaller
Epeak values and H-GRBs have larger Epeak values. In other words, a harder LAT spectrum
makes Epeak larger and a softer LAT spectrum makes Epeak smaller. This indicates that
turbulent cascade takes effect on the GRB peak energy.
The numbers of N-GRBs, S-GRBs, and H-GRBs are comparable. This means that many
GRBs have spectral evolution but some GRBs still have no strong spectral evolution. While
some GRBs have a turbulent cascade process and some GRBs have an inverse turbulent
cascade process. We consider both the LAT photon index sample obtained by the LAT
observing time interval and that by the GBM observing time interval. Apparently, we do
not find vital differences when we compare the above results derived from the two samples.
We finally summarize our main results mentioned in this subsection. Jitter radiation
is a possible mechanism to explain GRB emission, and the power-law index of the jitter
radiation is determined by the spectral index of the turbulence. Different turbulent cascade
modes provide GRB spectral diversities shown in the different energy bands. We draw a
cartoon to illustrate the GRB spectral diversities in Figure 9.
4. Discussion
We take the high-energy photon index of the Band function as the GBM photon index
to compare to the LAT photon index. The different fitting models to the GBM data were
discussed (Gruber et al. 2014; von Kienlin et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2016). An exponential
cutoff power-law fitting is also applied; a simple reason for this could be that the high-
energy photons are not enough to constrain a simple power-law fitting. Corresponding to
the radiative spectral property, the turbulent energy spectrum also has a cutoff power-law
shape, and this shape was adopted in the jitter radiation (Mao & Wang 2007). Gruber et
al. (2014) pointed out that the joint GBM and LAT data fitting for a GRB is helpful to
investigate GRB spectral properties. An intrinsic spectral break in the high-energy band
may happen on some GRBs. In this paper, we identify not only S-GRBs, but also N-GRBs
and H-GRBs. The conclusions from the LAT photon index sample obtained by the LAT
observing time interval and those by the GBM observing time interval do not have vital
differences.
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The electron pitch-angle distribution of the synchrotron radiation should be mentioned.
In fact, this issue has been discussed in some of the literature (Epstein 1973; Epstein &
Petrosian 1973; Lloyd & Petrosian 2000, 2002; Baring & Braby 2004; Yang & Zhang 2018).
When the anisotropic pitch-angle is considered, the synchrotron radiation can reproduce a
spectrum to fit the GRB prompt emission data. IC and SSC mechanisms were also calculated
in this case (Baring & Braby 2004). Baring & Braby (2004) noted that the synchrotron with
the small pitch-angle distribution has similar spectral shape to the jitter radiation presented
by Medvedev (2000). Here, we note two issues to further present the differences between the
small pitch-angle synchrotron radiation and the jitter radiation. First, the pitch-angle in the
synchrotron radiation is defined as the angle between the electron momentum and the large
scale magnetic field direction (e.g., Yang & Zhang 2018). While the electron deflection angle
smaller than the beaming angle is the condition for the jitter radiation, and the deflection
angle is defined as the ratio between the perpendicular momentum of the Lorentz force and
the electron momentum (Medvedev 2000). In principle, the pitch-angle and the deflection
angle are different. However, if both angles are very small, they are quantitatively the
same. Second, synchrotron radiation takes place in the large-scale bipolar magnetic field,
and electrons have helical orbits, while jitter radiation occurs in the random and small-scale
magnetic field, and the electrons have a “jitter” trajectory due to the random Lorentz force
by the magnetic elements with the same strength. Although the small pitch-angle of the
synchrotron and the small deflection angle of the jitter radiation are similar, the small pitch-
angle synchrotron radiation and the jitter radiation are two different physical mechanisms.
Although we investigate the GRB properties in the energy band above Epeak, jitter
radiation can produce a general spectral shape to compare to observational data. Here, we
take the results from Medvedev (2000) as an example. In the low-energy band, the shape
is related to the electron deflection angle compared to the beaming angle. The spectral
properties in the low-energy band described by the Band function can be explained by the
jitter radiation. When we consider the hydrodynamic/MHD effect, we expect that stronger
turbulence has a positive effect, because random and small-scale magnetic field is induced
by the turbulence in our scenario. Moreover, we note that the peak energy produced by the
jitter radiation is larger than that produced by the synchrotron radiation. This was also
mentioned by Kelner et al. (2013). Thus, stronger turbulence makes larger Epeak number. In
this paper, we identify that the turbulent cascade makes the spectral evolution above Epeak,
and the Epeak values are also affected by the turbulent cascade as shown in Figures 7 and 8.
Synchrotron radiation has a power-law spectrum with a spectral index (n− 1)/2, where
n is the index of the power-law electron energy distribution. The spectral index of the GRB
prompt emission above Epeak follows the term of (n−1)/2 (Me´sza´ros & Rees 1993; Me´sza´ros
et al. 1994). Spada et al. (2000) confirmed the slope in the case that the radiative frequency
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is larger than the synchrotron peak frequency but smaller than the cooling frequency. If
the radiative frequency is larger than the cooling frequency, the slope is modified to be
n/2. In principle, GRB spectral data can be well explained by the synchrotron radiation
with n = 2.2 − 2.5 (Band et al. 1993; Preece et al. 1998). In general, when we consider
a power-law distribution with a slope β for the initial photon field, the IC/SSC power-
law spectral index is β − 1. Therefore, the IC/SSC mechanism usually produces a harder
spectrum in the GeV-GRB case (Sari & Esin 2001). GRB 090510 and GRB 130427A are
two examples that the harder spectra detected by LAT were identified (Corsi et al. 2010;
Fan et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2013; Tam et al. 2013). However, we note other interpretations.
The LAT-detected emission of GRB 090510 can be explained by the synchrotron radiation
from the forward shock, and the peak of the LAT-detected emission can be explained by
the SSC process from the reverse shock (Fraija et al. 2016a). When LAT-detected emission
is treated by GRB afterglow, the density numbers of the interstellar medium adopted by
Corsi et al. (2010) and Joshi & Razzaque (2019) are not fully consistent. For GRB 130427A,
the multiwavelength (LAT-band, X-ray, and optical) lightcurves can be explained by the
synchrotron radiation (Kouveliotou et al. 2013; Perley et al. 2014; Fraija et al. 2016b), while
the synchrotron radiation was not supported by the Swift X-ray observation (De Pasquale
et al. 2016). Besides the issues mentioned above, the IC/SSC mechanism seems difficult to
use to interpret the softer spectra in LAT GRBs, although the harder spectra in LAT GRBs
can generally be explained by IC/SSC mechanism.
It is more complicated when we consider some recent works on the particle acceleration
related to the microdynamics. The particle acceleration due to the kinetic turbulence and
the magnetic reconnection sometimes has a hard electron energy spectrum with n < 2.0
(Nalewajko et al. 2015; Werner et al. 2016; Zhdankin et al. 2017; Petropoulou & Sironi
2018). Therefore, it is quite complex to explain the GRB spectral diversities in the high-
energy bands by the IC/SSC mechanism. A recent work on the plasma turbulence in the
magnetized case can produce the hard synchrotron spectra (Comisso et al. 2020), and it could
also be helpful to understand the S-GRBs presented in this paper. Furthermore, when we
consider the turbulence and the related magnetic reconnection to have particle acceleration,
electron cooling should be considered as well. In principle, the jitter radiation index is only
related to the spectral index of the turbulence in our scenario, and it is not related to the
electron energy distribution. However, the radiation depends on the acceleration and cooling
that have different results in different energy bands. It is possible that the cooling frequency
between GBM and LAT energy bands makes the GRB spectral diversities presented in this
paper.
The extra power-law added on the Band function has been considered in some spectra
listed in the first LAT GRB catalog (Ackermann et al. 2013). We think that this is suitable
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for the harder spectra toward the higher radiation frequency. H-GRBs classified in this paper
can be identified by the spectral fitting with the Band function plus a power-law in future
samples. Although the IC/SSC mechanism can be one possible explanation to H-GRBs, we
consider inverse turbulent cascade to explain these H-GRBs. While the IC/SSC mechanism
is difficult to use to explain S-GRBs, we think that turbulent cascade makes GRBs softer
toward high-energy radiation frequency. Moreover, an exponential cutoff can be added to
the Band function. In this paper, we describe the turbulent energy spectrum by a simple
power law. Sometimes, a turbulent energy spectrum can be described by a power law with an
exponential cutoff, and the cutoff indicates that the turbulent cascade at small lengthscales
is terminated. Thus, this hydrodynamic feature makes a cutoff feature in the radiative
spectrum. A joint data analysis of GBM and LAT can be helpful to further investigate GRB
spectral properties.
The turbulence working on the GRB emission was suggested in the early time by
Narayan & Kumar (2009), Kumar & Narayan (2009), and Lazar et al. (2009). Lemoine
(2013) introduced the decaying microturbulence into the relativistic blast wave, and the GRB
spectrum produced by the synchrotron radiation can be modified. Because GRB spikes are
emitted in very small timescales, the lengthscale that corresponding to the timescale should
also be very small. When we perform the jitter radiation to study the GRB emission, we
consider the turbulence cascade process in this paper. Thus, the GRB spectral diversity in
the high-energy bands can be explained. However, when we consider the inverse turbulent
cascade (Zrake 2014; Brandenburg et al. 2015), the harder turbulent spectra are not universal
(Zrake & East 2016). The combination of the cascade and the inverse cascade mentioned by
Franci et al. (2017) should be further investigated in order to explore which process, cascade,
or inverse cascade, is dominated in the GRB case. The turbulent energy spectrum under the
turbulent stress was examined recently (Brandenburg & Boldyrev 2020). In fact, turbulent
cascade shows quite different features as the energy injection inputs at different lengthscales
(Alexakis & Biferale 2018). Therefore, we need to consider more complicated cases to further
perform a quantitatively analysis to the observed GRB spectra. In the meantime, we cannot
simply rule out the IC/SSC mechanism. For instance, the electrons producing jitter photons
can be scattered by the jitter photons themselves, and the scattered photons can be shown
in the GeV energy band. We have called this mechanism the jitter self-Compton (JSC; Mao
& Wang 2012) process. Similar to the IC/SSC mechanism, JSC mechanism can be adopted
to explain harder spectra in H-GRBs. However, the JSC mechanism is still difficult for the
explanation of the soft spectra in S-GRBs.
When GRB outflow is magnetic-dominated, electron cooling should be very fast. Some
physical mechanisms for the magnetic energy dissipation are necessary. Here, we emphasize
that magnetic reconnection can be a natural process for the energy dissipation. For example,
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McKinney & Uzdensky (2012) presented a general process of magnetic reconnection in GRB
outflows. A recent work on the turbulent reconnection for GRBs was presented (Lazarian
et al. 2019). Here, we mention the relation between magnetic reconnection and turbulence.
Magnetic reconnection can drive turbulence, and vice versa. Because the magnetic field is
random and small scale in the jitter radiation framework, we infer that magnetic reconnection
and turbulence take place at the plasma lengthscales. In the meantime, synchrotron radiation
and the IC/SSC process associated with the magnetic reconnection have been discussed (e.g.,
Uzdensky 2016).
We note that some special properties are shown in two specific GRBs. GRB 100724B
detected by LAT has a photon index of 4. This burst has a thermal component shown in the
GBM spectrum (Guiriec et al. 2011). However, it seems that the spectral shape in the high-
energy bands can be fitted by a simple power law. Thus, the LAT-detected photon index is
reliable. The GRB 170405A extended emission detected by LAT has a time evolution with
its spectra from the soft to hard state (Arimoto et al. 2020). We should pay attention to
more complicated physical issues when we consider case studies.
The turbulent cascade development from large to small lengthscales takes time. The
cascade process depends on the detailed physical issues. Here, we adopt the turbulence
induced by the magnetic reconnection to be an example (Loureiro & Boldyrev 2017). We
take the turbulent eddy turnover time in the magnetic reconnection scenario as the cascade
timescale. The eddy turnover time is estimated as teddy = (λL)
1/2/VA, where λ is the
turbulent eddy lengthscale, L is the outer scale of the turbulence, and VA ∼ c is the Alfve´n
speed. We take the width of the shock R/Γ2 as the outer lengthscale of the turbulence, and
the lengthscale of the turbulent eddy is R/Γγt, where R is the GRB fireball radius, Γ is the
bulk Lorentz factor of the fireball shock, and γt is the turbulent Lorentz factor. Thus, we
obtain
teddy = 10.0(
R
1.0× 1015 cm)(
Γ
100.0
)−3/2(
γt
10.0
)−1/2 s. (1)
This means that the turbulence needs about 10.0 s to have the energy cascade in the GRB
case when we consider the fireball radius at 1015 cm. We note that the observed timescale
should be the intrinsic timescale divided by the bulk Lorentz factor Γ due to the compression
in the observer time caused by the emitting shell moving toward the observer (Piran 2004).
This yields a number of 0.1 s if we set Γ = 100.0. The LAT GRBs usually have a time delay
compared to the GBM GRBs. We may consider the turbulent eddy turnover time as the
delay time due to the energy cascade. The LAT GRBs with the time delay of less than 1 s
can be explained in this paper. However, it is difficult to explain some LAT GRBs with the
time delay larger than 1 s (Ajello et al. 2019). Moreover, the case of GRB 130427A is an
exception, and its LAT emission was detected earlier than the GBM emission (Preece et al.
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2014). The decay time can be also related to the acceleration and cooling of the electrons as
presented in the former discussion, and the cooling may induce the GRB spectral evolution
(Mochkovitch et al. 2016). We may further consider the time evolution of the turbulent
cascade in the future.
5. Conclusions
We illustrate that the GRB spectra obtained by the Fermi-GBM and Fermi-LAT ob-
servations have diversities. We propose the turbulent cascade to explain the GRB spectral
properties in the jitter radiation framework. Because the jitter emission at higher radiative
frequency is produced at smaller lengthscale and the radiation spectral index is determined
by the spectral index of the turbulence, the turbulent spectral modification due to the tur-
bulent cascade makes the GRB spectral diversities in the high-energy bands. We need a
large data sample for statistical analysis and we should consider more complicated physical
issues to do case studies in the future.
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Fig. 1.— Upper panel: LAT photon index distribution with a Gaussian fitting. The curves with the dark
blue color indicate the data from the LAT observing time interval, and the curves with the faint blue color
indicate the data from the GBM observing time interval. Lower panel: the LAT photon index obtained in
the LAT observing time interval vs the LAT photon index obtained in the GBM observing time interval.
The dashed line indicates that two photon indices are equal.
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Fig. 2.— GRB high-energy photon index distribution. The distributions with blue and
red colors indicate the LAT and GBM samples, respectively. The LAT photon indices are
obtained from the LAT observing time interval. Upper left panel: all the GRB photon
indices obtained from either LAT or GBM. The Gaussian fittings are also shown. Upper
right panel: N-GRB photon index distribution. Lower left panel: S-GRB photon index
distribution. Lower right panel: H-GRB photon index distribution.
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Fig. 3.— GRB high-energy photon index distribution. All notations are the same as those
in Figure 2, except that the LAT photon indices are obtained from the GBM observing time
interval.
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Fig. 4.— LAT photon index vs. GBM photon index. Red stars indicate N-GRBs, green squares indicate
H-GRBs, and blue dots indicate S-GRBs. The dashed line indicates that the LAT photon index is equal
to the GBM photon index. Upper panel: the LAT photon indices obtained from the LAT observing time
interval. GRB 100724B with the LAT photon index −4.00± 1.00 is not shown in the plot. Lower panel: the
LAT photon indices obtained from the GBM observing time interval. GRB 100724B with the LAT photon
index −5.00 ± 1.00, GRB 160821A with the LAT photon index −5.10 ± 0.70, and GRB 170405A with the
LAT photon index −5.00± 2.00 are not shown in the plot.
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Fig. 5.— GRB low-energy photon index distribution. The GRBs are selected from those
with the LAT photon indices obtained from the LAT observing time interval. Upper left
panel: all the GRB photon index distributions. Upper right panel: N-GRB photon index
distribution. Lower left panel: S-GRB photon index distribution. Lower right panel: H-GRB
photon index distribution.
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Fig. 6.— GRB low-energy photon index distribution. The GRBs are selected from those
with the LAT photon indices obtained from the GBM observing time interval. All notations
are the same as those in Figure 5.
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Fig. 7.— Epeak distribution. The GRBs are selected from those with the LAT photon
indices obtained from the LAT observing time interval. Upper left panel: all the GRB Epeak
distributions. Upper right panel: N-GRB Epeak distribution. Lower left panel: S-GRB Epeak
distribution. Lower right panel: H-GRB Epeak distribution.
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Fig. 8.— Epeak distribution. The GRBs are selected from those with the LAT photon
indices obtained from the GBM observing time interval. All notations are the same as those
in Figure 7.
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Fig. 9.— Turbulent spectra for three kinds of GRBs. N-GRBs, H-GRBs and S-GRBs have
the spectra with the colors of red, green, and blue, respectively. In our model, the radiation
in the higher energy band occurs in the smaller lengthscale. GBM and LAT energy bands
are separated by the dashed line.
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Table 1. GRB spectral properties detected by Fermi-LAT, Fermi-GBM, and Swift-BAT
GRB LAT1 LAT2 Band β Band α Epeak(10
2 keV) BAT PL BAT CPL
080825C(S1S2) -2.80±0.40 -3.80±0.80 -2.30±0.09 -0.65±0.03 1.74±0.07 − −
080916C -2.20±0.06 -2.22±0.07 − − − − −
081006(N1N2) -2.00±0.30 -2.20±0.40 -2.06±0.50 -0.22±0.45 4.62±1.41 − −
081009 -1.80±0.20 − -4.70±24.71 -1.58±0.02 0.29±0.01 − −
081024B(∗) -2.20±0.40 -2.30±0.50 − -0.94±0.14 17.57±10.12 − −
081102B(∗) -2.50±0.60 -2.20±0.50 − -0.81±0.15 6.41±1.48 − −
090217 -2.30±0.30 -2.30±0.30 − − − − −
090227A(H1) -1.70±0.40 − -1.92±0.30 -0.92±0.06 16.91±4.73 − −
090228A(∗) -1.90±0.50 − -3.63±3.17 -0.61±0.03 8.51±0.47 − −
090323(N1S2) -2.30±0.20 -3.00±0.40 -2.35±0.15 -1.18±0.01 4.54±0.24 − −
090328(H1S2) -2.20±0.10 -3.00±0.50 -2.39±0.23 -1.08±0.02 6.51±0.44 − −
090510(H1H2)(∗) -2.05±0.06 -1.80±0.10 -2.57±0.37 -0.84±0.03 42.48±4.40 -1.06±0.27 -1.06±0.30
090626(N1) -2.10±0.20 − -2.20±0.08 -1.24±0.02 1.87±0.12 − −
090720B(N1N2) -2.30±0.50 -2.50±0.60 -2.44±0.42 -1.04±0.03 12.75±1.95 − −
090902B -1.94±0.04 -1.99±0.06 − -1.01±0.00 10.55±0.16 − −
090926A(H1S2) -2.14±0.05 -2.52±0.09 -2.38±0.05 -0.85±0.01 3.34±0.06 − −
091003(H1H2) -1.80±0.20 -1.80±0.40 -2.21±0.15 -1.07±0.02 3.70±0.27 − −
091031(N1S2) -2.10±0.20 -2.70±0.50 -2.10±0.19 -0.86±0.04 4.56±0.46 − −
091120(H1) -2.80±0.40 − -3.20±0.35 -1.07±0.02 1.25±0.04 − −
091127(H1) -1.20±0.40 − -2.22±0.02 -1.25±0.07 0.35±0.02 -2.02±0.07 -1.80±0.28
100116A -1.80±0.20 -3.20±0.70 − -1.03±0.02 10.74±0.76 − −
100213C -1.90±0.40 − − − − − −
100225A -2.20±0.40 -3.70±1.00 − -0.74±0.09 4.00±0.61 − −
100325A -1.90±0.40 -2.10±0.40 − -0.41±0.13 1.56±0.13 − −
100414A(H1H2) -1.80±0.10 -2.30±0.50 -3.53±1.25 -0.62±0.01 6.64±0.15 − −
100423B(H1) -1.80±0.60 − -2.17±0.27 -0.88±0.05 12.00±1.87 − −
100511A(S1) -1.80±0.20 − -1.60±0.01 -0.86±0.13 0.93±0.18 − −
100620A -4.00±2.00 -4.00±1.00 − -1.22±0.06 15.33±5.99 − −
100724B(S1S2) -4.00±1.00 -5.00±1.00 -1.97±0.02 -0.83±0.01 3.59±0.10 − −
100728A(H1) -1.60±0.20 − -2.54±0.10 -0.51±0.02 2.54±0.07 -1.12±0.03 -1.06±0.03
100826A(S1H2) -2.30±0.60 -1.60±0.40 -1.92±0.02 -0.81±0.01 2.63±0.08 − −
101014A(H1) -1.30±0.30 − -2.06±0.02 -1.12±0.01 2.02±0.06 − −
101107A -1.90±0.30 -1.90±0.30 − -0.98±0.09 1.43±0.15 − −
101227B(H1H2) -1.50±0.50 -1.60±0.30 -2.13±0.17 -0.62±0.17 2.13±0.41 − −
110120A(H1) -2.00±0.30 − -2.83±1.52 -0.57±0.04 8.37±0.72 − −
110123A(S1) -2.20±0.40 − -1.91±0.05 -0.53±0.05 2.49±0.16 − −
110328B(S1) -2.00±0.30 − -1.74±0.06 -1.03±0.06 3.61±0.77 − −
110428A(H1) -1.90±0.20 − -3.09±0.25 -0.41±0.03 1.82±0.05 − −
110518A -1.80±0.50 − − − − − −
110625A(S1) -2.70±0.30 − -2.30±0.05 -0.80±0.02 1.65±0.04 -1.43±0.04 -1.27±0.13
110721A(S1S2) -2.40±0.20 -2.60±0.30 -1.78±0.03 -1.03±0.02 4.65±0.39 − −
110728A(S1)(∗) -1.90±0.40 − -1.62±0.33 -0.40±0.49 2.66±0.02 − −
110731A(N1N2) -2.30±0.20 -2.60±0.20 -2.44±0.27 -0.87±0.03 3.22±0.17 -1.15±0.05 -1.15±0.05
110903A -1.40±0.30 -1.50±0.30 − -0.85±0.03 3.08±0.15 − −
110921B(H1H2) -1.80±0.30 -2.00±0.40 -2.40±0.20 -0.92±0.02 4.95±0.30 − −
111210B -2.70±0.50 − − − − − −
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Table 1—Continued
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120107A -1.90±0.40 -2.40±0.50 − − − − −
120226A -2.90±0.50 − − − − − −
120316A(H1H2) -2.20±0.30 -1.90±0.50 -2.46±0.33 -0.80±0.03 6.52±0.51 − −
120420B(S1) -2.10±0.40 − -1.64±0.04 -0.95±0.08 2.90±0.68 − −
120526A(H1) -1.80±0.20 − -2.98±0.24 -0.83±0.02 7.83±0.29 − −
120624B(S1) -2.50±0.10 − -2.22±0.08 -0.92±0.01 6.35±0.23 -1.12±0.03 -1.11±0.04
120709A -2.30±0.20 -2.20±0.30 − -1.11±0.03 4.91±0.42 − −
120711A(H1) -2.10±0.20 − -2.80±0.09 -0.98±0.01 13.18±0.42 − −
120830A(∗) -1.90±0.40 -2.10±0.60 − -0.35±0.07 10.89±1.05 − −
120911B -2.50±0.20 -2.50±0.20 − − − − −
121029A -1.60±0.30 − − -0.64±0.08 1.63±0.09 − −
121123B -2.40±0.40 − − − − − −
130310A(N1) -2.10±0.30 − -2.19±0.19 -1.15±0.02 25.01±4.05 − −
130325A(H1) -1.50±0.30 − -2.05±0.11 -0.77±0.06 2.07±0.22 − −
130327B -1.80±0.10 -1.80±0.30 − -0.56±0.02 3.56±0.08 − −
130427A(H1H2) -1.99±0.04 -1.90±0.05 -2.83±0.03 -1.02±0.00 8.25±0.05 -1.18±0.02 -1.17±0.03
130502B(H1H2) -2.00±0.10 -2.20±0.20 -2.51±0.07 -0.69±0.01 2.98±0.05 − −
130504C(H1S2) -1.90±0.20 -2.50±0.50 -2.12±0.05 -1.16±0.01 5.39±0.23 − −
130518A(S1S2) -2.90±0.30 -3.50±0.70 -2.18±0.07 -0.86±0.02 3.81±0.15 − −
130606B(H1) -1.70±0.20 − -2.07±0.02 -1.11±0.01 4.32±0.11 − −
130821A(S1S2) -2.40±0.20 -2.60±0.50 -2.07±0.04 -0.89±0.02 2.28±0.08 − −
130828A(N1N2) -2.20±0.20 -2.40±0.20 -2.28±0.09 -0.14±0.06 1.93±0.10 − −
131014A(H1H2) -1.90±0.20 -2.00±0.30 -2.53±0.03 -0.43±0.01 3.26±0.04 − −
131029A(S1S2) -2.40±0.20 -2.60±0.30 -2.10±0.16 -0.94±0.04 2.24±0.18 − −
131108A(S1S2) -2.70±0.10 -2.60±0.10 -2.46±0.19 -0.91±0.02 3.67±0.16 − −
131209A -3.30±0.70 − -4.03±81.50 -0.59±0.05 2.99±0.15 − −
131231A(H1S2) -1.70±0.10 -2.70±0.70 -2.30±0.03 -1.22±0.01 1.78±0.04 − −
140102A(H1) -2.10±0.30 − -2.71±0.17 -0.87±0.02 1.91±0.06 -1.37±0.04 -1.23±0.15
140104B(S1) -2.00±0.20 − -1.58±0.01 -1.37±34.70 0.19±75.90 − −
140110A(N1N2) -2.60±0.30 -2.60±0.30 -2.46±0.69 -0.66±0.07 14.62±3.07 − −
140206B(N1S2) -2.10±0.10 -2.80±0.30 -2.04±0.05 -1.40±0.01 4.76±0.27 − −
140402A(∗) -1.80±0.30 -2.40±0.60 − -0.14±0.29 10.93±2.33 -1.15±0.58 -1.17±0.72
140523A(H1H2) -2.00±0.10 -1.90±0.20 -2.70±0.21 -1.07±0.01 2.64±0.09 − −
140528A -2.00±0.30 − -3.40±9.08 -0.73±0.03 2.62±0.10 − −
140619B -1.90±0.20 -2.00±0.20 − -0.18±0.22 13.07±2.97 − −
140723A(H1H2) -2.20±0.20 -2.20±0.20 -2.47±1.28 -1.05±0.05 11.37±2.12 − −
140729A -1.80±0.30 -1.90±0.30 − -0.42±0.09 7.87±0.92 − −
140810A -1.50±0.20 − − − − − −
140928A(H1) -1.90±0.50 − -2.66±0.60 0.08±0.14 6.93±0.78 − −
141012A -2.00±0.20 -2.40±0.40 − − − − −
141028A(S1S2) -2.40±0.20 -3.20±0.50 -1.97±0.05 -0.84±0.03 2.93±0.18 − −
141102A -1.90±0.40 − − − − − −
141113A(∗) -2.60±0.70 -2.10±0.50 − − − − −
141207A(H1H2) -1.80±0.10 -1.90±0.10 -2.86±0.39 -0.70±0.03 9.85±0.54 − −
141221B -1.60±0.40 − − − − − −
141222A -2.10±0.30 − − − − − −
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150210A -2.20±0.30 -2.20±0.30 − -1.07±0.01 29.45±2.21 − −
150314A(N1) -2.50±0.40 − -2.60±0.10 -0.68±0.01 3.47±0.08 -1.08±0.03 -1.00±0.07
150403A(H1) -1.70±0.30 − -2.11±0.06 -0.87±0.02 4.29±0.21 -1.22±0.04 -1.10±0.15
150510A -2.00±0.30 -2.40±0.50 − − − − −
150514A(H1) -1.00±0.40 − -2.43±0.18 -1.21±0.10 0.65±0.06 − −
150523A(H1H2) -1.90±0.10 -2.10±0.20 -3.27±3.89 -0.56±0.03 5.45±0.21 − −
150627A(H1) -1.70±0.10 − -2.18±0.03 -1.01±0.01 2.25±0.05 − −
150702A -2.20±0.40 − − − − − −
150902A(N1S2) -2.30±0.20 -3.10±0.40 -2.25±0.04 -0.54±0.02 3.46±0.08 − −
160325A(N1) -2.40±0.20 − -2.32±0.15 -0.75±0.04 2.40±0.14 -1.27±0.04 -1.12±0.12
160503A -3.10±0.50 − − − − − −
160509A(S1S2) -2.40±0.10 -2.40±0.10 -2.23±0.05 -1.02±0.01 3.55±0.10 − −
160521B(H1) -1.40±0.30 − -2.46±0.09 -0.50±0.04 1.49±0.05 − −
160623A(S1) -2.00±0.10 − -1.61±0.32 -1.49±0.17 9.98±46.25 − −
160625B(S1S2) -2.35±0.07 -2.33±0.08 -2.18±0.02 -0.93±0.00 4.71±0.06 − −
160709A -2.40±0.30 -2.40±0.30 − − − -1.11±0.28 -0.66±0.27
160816A(H1N2) -2.20±0.20 -2.70±0.40 -2.89±0.21 -0.70±0.02 2.28±0.05 − −
160821A(S1S2) -2.60±0.20 -5.10±0.70 -2.31±0.03 -1.05±0.00 9.41±0.16 -1.53±0.06 -1.47±0.15
160829A(∗) -1.30±0.30 − − − − − −
160905A(H1H2) -1.80±0.20 -1.70±0.30 -2.96±0.29 -0.87±0.01 10.03±0.41 -0.96±0.03 -0.96±0.03
161015A(S1N2) -2.70±0.60 -2.20±0.40 -2.39±0.15 -0.85±0.04 1.51±0.08 − −
161109A -2.20±0.30 − − − − − −
170115B -2.70±0.40 -3.20±0.50 − − − − −
170127C(∗) -2.90±0.50 − − − − − −
170214A(N1S2) -2.45±0.09 -2.70±0.10 -2.51±0.10 -0.98±0.01 4.81±0.11 − −
170306B -2.80±0.90 − − − − − −
170329A -2.20±0.30 -2.10±0.40 − − − − −
170405A(N1S2) -2.80±0.30 -5.00±2.00 -2.35±0.09 -0.80±0.02 2.67±0.09 -1.51±0.12 -1.52±0.14
170409A -2.10±0.30 − − − − − −
170424A -2.00±0.40 -1.90±0.50 − − − − −
170510A(N1N2) -2.30±0.40 -2.20±0.40 -2.28±0.16 -1.03±0.02 3.66±0.24 − −
170522A -1.60±0.20 -1.80±0.30 − − − − −
170808B -2.20±0.30 − − − − − −
170906A(N1) -2.10±0.10 − -2.20±0.07 -1.03±0.02 2.74±0.11 -1.34±0.02 -1.29±0.07
171010A(H1) -2.00±0.10 − -2.19±0.01 -1.09±0.01 1.38±0.01 − −
171102A -2.60±0.60 − − − − − −
171120A(S1N2) -2.20±0.20 -2.10±0.40 -2.06±0.06 -0.91±0.06 1.21±0.10 -1.53±0.06 -1.08±0.27
171124A -2.20±0.20 -2.00±0.20 − -0.94±0.04 10.84±1.48 − −
171210A -2.40±0.30 − − − − − −
180210A(H1) -1.80±0.10 − -2.56±0.06 -0.57±0.02 1.42±0.03 − −
180305A(H1) -2.00±1.00 − -2.24±0.08 -0.41±0.03 3.13±0.11 − −
180526A -1.80±0.30 − − − − − −
180703A(S1S2) -2.50±0.30 -3.00±1.00 -1.97±0.10 -0.78±0.04 3.51±0.32 − −
180703B(∗) -1.70±0.40 − − − − − −
180718B -2.90±0.60 -2.80±0.50 − − − − −
180720B(H1S2) -2.23±0.10 -3.20±0.40 -2.49±0.07 -1.17±0.00 6.36±0.15 -1.35±0.03 -1.34±0.04
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Note. — “LAT1” and “LAT2” indicate the LAT photon indices obtained from the LAT
and GBM observing time intervals, respectively. Band function is used to determine the
Epeak, the low-energy photon index (indicated by “Band α”), and the high-energy photon
index (indicated by “Band β”) for GBM spectrum. “BAT PL” and “BAT CPL” indicate the
BAT photon index obtained by the power-law and the cutoff power-law fittings, respectively.
In this paper, we take the “Band β to be the GBM photon index and compare to the LAT
photon index. GRB names with the capital letters of N, S, and H indicate N-GRBs, S-GRBs,
and H-GRBs, respectively. “1” and “2” behind the letters indicate that the classification is
based on the LAT photon indices obtained from the LAT and GBM observing time intervals,
respectively. Short GRBs are labeled by the symbol ∗.
